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ON BOUNDED VARIATION FUNCTIONS WITH VALUES IN l 2
This paper gives some necessary and sufficient conditions 2 for a function mapping a real interval into the space 1 to be of bounded variation.
Let I denote a fixed nondegenerate real interval and let IT denote the set of all finite, but at least two-element, increasing sequenoes of points of interval I.
Let (X,d) be a metric space and let <p:I -• X. For (t »t.|,... ,t fl ) « Pen we define n VOp.P) := J] d(c P (t i ) t<P (t i _ 1 )).
i-1
The variation of the fanotlon<p:I-»X is defined by the following formula (=f.
[l] )
Var(<p) sup V(<p,P). Pejr
The function cptl -»X is said to be of bounded variation if and only if Var(<p)<oo. We denote by BV(X) the set of all functions of bounded variation which map I into X* The following theorem is well known and obvious. Theorem 1. Let <p:I-R m , i.e. <p«( tp^ ,<p 2 »* • • »? m ) and cp k :I-»R for k=1,2,...,m. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(ii) cpkeBV(R) for k=1,2,...,m.
It turns out that if X ia the Hilbert space l 2 of real 00, _ sequences x = (x.,,x0,...) such that the series Zj x,, is con-1 2 k=1 * . I w 2 vergent and the norm is given by the formula ||x|| x k' then an analogous theorem is not true. However we have the following theorem. Theorem 2. Let 9= (<p1 ,<P2I*" )» where «P^* 1 ~~H for k e N. If cp e BV(1 2 ), then cpk e BV(R) for all keN and
Proof.
For a fixed keN and a P = (t »ti.. ,t_) ear 0 1 u we have n n 100
Hence we get
By (1) and by the assumption, we state that <pk e BV(8) for keN. Let us fix e>0, oeS, and choose such a P=(t0,t.j. that 0 $Var(yk) -V(<pk,P)<e for k= 1,2,...,m.
Henoe we get the following inequality m in
In view of (1), we have m m
By the Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
However, for a fixed ncN and for a P = (t^ ,t2,..., t2n) e jr such that 
for a P = (t0,t1t...,tn) ejr. Hence cpeBV(l 2 ). QO The following example shows that condition X],Var(tp,J<oo o£, o k=1 together with 2_i (<p,,(c)) <00 for a c e I is not neoessarv. 
